Standard: NFPA 1001 4.3.4, 4.3.4(B) (2019
Skill Sheet: FE-6
edition)
Task: The candidate will demonstrate safe procedures for forcible entry through a
swinging door with a charged hoseline while wearing PPE and SCBA.
Equipment provided by the agency: Appropriate PPE per AHJ, charged
hoseline, striking tools, swinging door or prop.

Candidate Performance

Fail

Has charged hoseline ready (verbalize). Tries to open door before attempting
to force entry.
Properly sizes up door; in/out swinging, rabbeted/stopped jamb, locking
mechanism(s), panic hardware, burglar bars, and other unique features.
Selects proper tool(s).
In Swinging Door
Stopped
Tries to open door before attempting to force entry.
Properly sizes up door; in/out swinging, rabbeted/stopped jamb, locking
mechanism(s), panic hardware, burglar bars, and other unique features.
Removes stop and operates latch to make entry.
Rabbeted or Stopped That Can’t Be Removed
Inserts blade/fork/adz of prying tool between stop and door.
Uses striking tool on prying tool to create gap and gain purchase with prying
tool, resetting or changing angle of prying tool as needed.
Once prying tool is set sufficiently between jamb and door, pries/forces door
away from jamb until bolt/latch passes keeper. Maintains control of door.
Sweeps area behind door for possible victims while door control maintained.
Out Swinging Door
Removes hinge pins and removes door from frame OR Inserts blade/fork/adz
of prying tool between jamb and door.
Uses striking tool on prying tool to create gap and gain purchase with prying
tool, resetting or changing angle of prying tool as needed.
Once prying tool is set sufficiently between jamb and door, pries/forces door
away from jamb until bolt/latch passes keeper. Maintains control of door.
Sweeps area behind door for possible victims while door control maintained.

Pass

Fail

Performance Outcome: Candidate must pass ALL steps.
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